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Existing analytical solutions for thermal analysis of ground source heat pump (GSHP) systems evaluate
temperature change in the carrier-fluid and the surrounding ground in the production period of a single
borehole heat exchanger (BHE) only if a continuous heat load is assigned. In the present study, we
modified the Green's function, which is the solution of heat conduction/advection/dispersion equation in
porous media, for discontinuous heat extraction by analytically convoluting rectangular function or
pulses in time domain both for single and multi-BHEs field. The adapted analytical models for discon-
tinuous heat extraction are verified with numerical finite element code. The comparison results agree
well with numerical results both for conduction and advection dominated heat transfer systems, and
analytical solutions provide significantly shorter runtime compared to numerical simulations (approx.
1500 times shorter). Furthermore, we investigated the sustainability and recovery aspects of GSHP
systems by using proposed analytical models under different hydro-geological conditions. According to
the engineering guideline VDI 4640, a linear relationship between thermal conductivity of the ground
and the sustainable heat extraction rate is demonstrated for multi-BHEs.

© 2014 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

GSHPs are known as renewable and sustainable energy systems
for decades [1e7]. In order to keep the performance of these sys-
tems suitable in decades, a proper installation should be planned
for BHE, and to re-operate them after an operation period, the
ground needs time to recover from temperature drop. This is
particularly the case formulti-BHEs thatmay affect significantly the
ground temperature on a relatively large area.

Rybach and Eugster [3] carried out 2D numerical studies on the
sustainability and renewability aspects of a single BHE in a long-
term performance in Switzerland. The first 11 years operation of
a BHE, measured data are set as the load profile of heat extraction,
and an additional load profile of 19 years is extrapolated according
to the meteorological data. They showed the temperature decrease
in the ground at different distances apart from the BHE at the depth
of 50 m during the production period of 30 years and subsequent
30 years as the recovery phase of the ground. According to their
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results, during the production period the temperature change of
the ground was not less than ~7 K at the distance of 0.3 m, and
when the operation is stopped, the ground is quickly recovered in
several years (e.g. Temperature change of the ground ¼ ~1 K), and
after the recovery phase of 30 years the temperature drop was
nearly 0.1 K regarding to undisturbed ground temperature. Signo-
relli [4] investigated the sustainability of BHEs with 3D numerical
studies for both a single and multi-BHEs (6 BHEs, array spacing
between 3 and 15 m). The temperature change at 50 m depth and
0.1 m distance from the BHE was less than 0.1 K after a 70 years
recovery period for multi-BHE field with the array spacing of 7.5 m,
whereas after 24 years for a single BHE. Lazzari et al. [8] studied on
the long-term performance of single and multi-BHEs field with
periodic (sinusoidal) heat load only in a conduction dominated heat
transfer system under the consideration of two different ground
thermal conductivity. Particularly, they pointed out that even with
a large space distance between BHEs (14 m), the full compensation
of the ground temperature is needed in case of multi-BHEs field (i.e.
in winter heating, in summer cooling). Furthermore, such a similar
study under groundwater flow is carried out by Zanchini et al. [9].
They showed that with increasing of P�eclet number (proportional
to the groundwater flow), the performance of BHEs field becomes
more sustainable.
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Nomenclature

a thermal diffusivity (m2/s)
c specific heat capacity (J/kg/K)
H borehole length (m)
QP energy extraction or injection (J)
QL heat input per meter depth (J/m)
qL heat input rate per unit length of borehole (W/m)
t time (s)
T temperature (K)
vT thermal transport velocity (m/s)
ux darcy's velocity (m/s)
x, y, z space coordinates (m)

Greek symbols
al longitudinal thermal dispersion coefficient
at transversal thermal dispersion coefficient
lm bulk thermal conductivity of porousmedium (W/m/

K)
lx effective thermal conductivity in the longitudinal

direction (W/m/K)
ly ¼ lz effective thermal conductivity in the transverse

direction (W/m/K)
r density (kg/m3)

Subscripts
m medium
w water
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Those previous studies already showed that GSHP systems pro-
vide reliable performance and can be used as renewable energy
source. However, this is validated only for one-type of geology. In a
long-term operation of a BHE, the sustainable heat extraction and
the ground temperature recover after the operation depend on
hydro-geological and thermo-physical characteristics of the ground.

In order to investigate the scenarios mentioned above with re-
covery periods of BHEs after an operation, current appropriate
methods are to evaluate temperature change in the ground with
numerical studies. However, the numerical simulations of GSHP
systems are 3D problem and if the discontinuous operation is taken
into account, it requires powerful computers due to large compu-
tational effort. On the other hand, most of the analytical solutions
described in literature consider a constant continuous heat
extraction/injection in time merely for a single BHE [10e16], or
discontinuous heat extraction under different conditions [10,17,18].
Eskilson [10] described a simple analytical solution for discontin-
uous heat extraction neglecting three-dimensional effect, but his
equation provides only sinusoidal oscillations of temperature signal
depending on the assigned distance apart from a single source.
Claesson and Eskilson [17] presented 1D analytical solution of a
finite line heat source to analyze dimensionless temperature
change of subsurface for single pulse, and pulsated heat extraction
rate. The temperature solution is obtained for any piecewise con-
stant heat extraction value by superposition using Duhamel's the-
orem [19]. In case of multiple heat sources, Claesson and Probert
[20] derived an analytical solution for temperature field of heat
releasing canisters containing nuclear waste. The local field tem-
perature is solved with a finite line heat source and infinite grid of
point sources. The solutions for different heat sources are super-
imposed. Recently, the long-term performance of BHEs field has
been investigated with an analytical solution that is extended for
sinusoidally varying heat load in an infinite medium neglecting the
groundwater flow [21].
The main objective of this study is to obtain an analytical so-
lution to evaluate temperature change in the ground both for single
and multi-BHEs that considers discontinuous heat extraction,
thermal conduction, advection and dispersion. We start from the
Green's function which is the solution of heat conduction/advec-
tion/dispersion equation in porous media and apply an analytical
convolution of that function with a rectangular function or pulses,
which have different period lengths and pulse heights. The evolu-
tion of the mean fluid temperature of the carrying fluid to maintain
a constant heat extraction rate is evaluated along the time. Tem-
perature evaluation in the surrounding ground is also deduced. The
developed equation is verified with the finite element software
COMSOL Multiphysics. Furthermore, the sustainability of single/
multi-BHEs under different hydro-geological conditions is investi-
gated with analytical solution to model 30 years production period,
and also from an environmental point of view, the recovery period
after those 30 years of operation is studied.

2. Analytical solution for discontinuous heat extraction

2.1. Single BHE

In geothermal literature, the existing finite and cylindrical
analytical solutions with a constant heat load may provide satis-
factory estimation of ground thermal parameters to design GSHP
systems [22e24]. In a real case, the GSHP systems can be operated
with various periods in a given time for different heat extraction/
injection rates, instead of a continuous operation as assumed by
most of other previously presented analytical methods. Some au-
thors evaluated the temperature change for thermal response test
operation in the vicinity of a single BHE or BHE field with an
analytical solution by using multiple load aggregation algorithms
[25e30]. However, some of those approaches may not be appro-
priate in all cases to evaluate the accurate temperature change in
the ground due to neglecting axial effect, considering only single
BHE or not taking into account groundwater flow. In particular
when Darcy's velocity in porous media is considered, the thermal
dispersion coefficients must be taken into account, because ther-
mal dispersion has a large impact on the distribution of the tem-
perature plume around BHE, for Darcy's velocity larger
than 10�8 m/s [31].

The governing equation of the heat conduction/advection/
dispersion in porous media is given as follows:

rmcm
vT
vt

¼
 
lx
v2T
vx2

þ ly
v2T
vy2

þ lz
v2T
vz2

!
� uxrwcw

vT
vx

þ s (1)

in which ux is the Darcy's velocity on the x-direction, s is a volu-
metric heat source, and rmcm is the volumetric heat capacity of the
medium, which can be calculated as the weighted arithmetic mean
of the solids rscs and volumetric heat capacity of water rwcw [32]:

rmcm ¼ ð1� nÞrscs þ nrwcw (2)

where n is the porosity.
The components of effective longitudinal and transverse ther-

mal conductivities are defined on the directions of x, y and z as
follows [33,34]:

lx ¼ lm þ alrwcwux (3)

ly ¼ lz ¼ lm þ atrwcwux (4)

where lm is the bulk thermal conductivity of porous medium in the
absence of groundwater flow, al and at are the longitudinal and
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transverse dispersivities, respectively. The thermal dispersion is a
linear function of groundwater flow and relates to the anisotropy of
the velocity field [31,35]. The thermal dispersion coefficients
depend on different components of porous media (e.g., Darcy's
velocity, particle size of the media, field scale). In the literature,
some empirical relationships can be found to calculate the thermal
dispersion coefficients [36e38]. The complete determination of
those two parameters (al and at) is out of the scope of the present
study. Consequently, mean representative values have been taken
for the computations.

The solution of the partial differential equation for heat transfer
in porous media (Eq. (1)) is obtained from the Green's function G of
a pulse point source QP at the given point coordinates (x0, y0, z0) and
time t ¼ 0 [39]:

DTðx; y; z; tÞ ¼Gðx; y; z; tÞ
rmcm

¼ QP

8rmcm
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
lxlylz
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pt
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4lxt
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rmcm

3
775

(5)

In order to take into account the axial effect and the ground-
water flow, this solution can be applied for the response of a con-
DTðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ QL
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stant line-source with finite length H along the vertical z direction
with a pulse heat extraction after applying moving source theory
[19] by integrating Eq. (5) along the z-axis [13]:

DTðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ QL

8rmcm
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3
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(6)

where QL is a pulse heat input per meter depth and vT is thermal
transport velocity that can be calculated as follows [16]:

vT ¼ Pea
d

¼ ux
rwcw
rmcm

(7)

where a is the thermal diffusivity (lm/rmcm), d is the mean particle
size of porous medium and Pe is P�eclet number giving as follows:

Pe ¼ uxrwcwd
lm

(8)

In order to simplify Eq. (6), the exponential function can be in-
tegrated by using u-substitution method:
DTðx;y;z; tÞ ¼ QL

8rmcm
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The limits of u-value becomes:
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Substituting Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) into Eq. (9), allows to re-write
the equation as:
The integration of exponential function f ¼ exp(�u2) can be
expressed with error function:
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By taking the integration of exponential function, therefore, Eq.
(13) reduces to:

DTðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ QL
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with simplification, Eq. (15) can be expressed with the error func-
tions as follows:
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(16)
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To apply a discontinuous injection or extraction of heat in
time domain, we convolute analytically Eq. (16) with a single or a
series of different rectangular pulses referring to the duration of
operations in time. For instance, f (x, y, z, t) function is convoluted
with a rectangular heat extraction function qL(t) defined as
follows:

qLðtÞ ¼
�
qL for t 2 ½0; Τ�
0 otherwise

(17)

in which T is the period of heat extraction. In this simulation, we
assume that the heat source per unit length qL is independent of the
depth.

Illustration of convolution can be seen in Fig. 1.
The convolution of qL and f function is written as follows:
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�∞
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(20)
For the analytical evaluation of the convolution integral equa-
tion, we discretize both qL and f functions with a differential of Dt,
the convolution as a sum of impulse responses at coordinates (x, y,
z) is given as:
Fig. 1. Illustration of convolution f (x, y, z, t) and
DTðx; y; z; tÞ ¼
Xn�1

qLðiDtÞf ðx; y; z; t � iDtÞDt (19)

i¼0

where n denote the time span, i Dt is the time delay of each unit
impulse, and the delayed and shifted impulse response becomes qL
(i Dt) f(t�i Dt) Dt.

By using the same method, it is possible to convolute f function
with rectangular pulses which have different pulse heights and
lengths in given identical time span of f function. Thus, recovery
period of the ground can be investigated after a production of a
single BHE and the numerical computational effort will be
decreased.
2.2. Multi-BHEs

In case of multi-BHEs, analytical solution Eq. (16) can be solved
in a sum function (Eq. (20)) depending on the grid coordinates of
each line heat source as illustrated in Fig. 2:
in which s represents the number of BHEs. We consider the impact
of groundwater flow on each BHE at x direction by taking into ac-
count thermal transport velocity vT.
qL heat extraction function in time domain.



Fig. 2. Illustration of multi-BHEs geometry demonstrating the grid coordinates.
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The sum C(x, y, z, t) can be convoluted as described in the pre-
vious Section 2.1 to apply discontinuous heat extraction as follows:

DTðx; y; z; tÞ ¼
Xn�1

i

qLðiDtÞCðx; y; z; t � iDtÞDt (21)
3. Validation

The developed analytical solutions (Eqs. (19) and (21)), for
discontinuous heat extraction are verified with 3D numerical
models. For the verification, numerical model setup, initial and
boundary conditions of the model, input parameters and compar-
ison of the numerical and the analytical solution results are pre-
sented in the following.
Fig. 3. a) Sketch illustrating 3D model of multi-BHEs field with the

Fig. 4. Illustration of temperature observation points on the x direction: a) for sin
3.1. Numerical model setup

In order to validate the analytical solution developed above,
simple cases for single and multi-BHEs have been considered
through numerical models using COMSOL Multiphysics software
[40]. The common numerical characteristics are described here for
both single andmulti-BHEs fieldmodels. The study is carried out by a
3Dhomogeneousmodel domain (Fig. 3) and BHE is representedwith
the line heat source(s). A model domain of 40 m � 40 m in the
horizontal direction and 60 m in the vertical direction is set for the
simulation. The length of line heat source is 50m for each. The mesh
is generated using uniform tetrahedral elements. The single and
multi-lines heat sources are centered at the coordinates (0, 0). The
coordinates of single andmulti-lines heat sources are shown in Fig. 4.

In order to get a better resolution of the temperature variations
around the line source, close to it the mesh is further refined along
the length of line source and also along the line on which the
observation point are placed (at the depth of 25 m).

As the boundary conditions, the load profile of heat extraction
with 3 different extraction periods can be seen in Fig. 3. The
simulation time is restricted to 160 days in order to maintain
runtime in acceptable limits and to avoid large memory allocation
of computer. The top of the model surface temperature is fixed to
0 �C, as well as identically assigned initial temperature, to carry out
the fulfillment of analytical solution and to observe the relative
temperature change in the subsurface. Initial input parameters are
given in Table 1. Thermal dispersion is taken into account by
imposing anisotropic thermal conductivity of the medium, as
described by Eqs. (3) and (4).

The number of elements changes depending on the model of
single or multi-lines heat sources (Table 2). For the simulations, the
line source length of 50 m. b) Load profile of heat extraction.

gle BHE b) for multi-BHEs field. Groundwater flow is set on the x direction.



Table 1
Common initial input parameters for the model domain of single and multi-BHEs
field.

Parameters Value

Initial temperature �C (To) 0
Bulk thermal conductivity of porous

medium W m�1 K�1 (lm)
2.4a

Effective thermal conductivity in the longitudinal
direction W m�1 K�1 (lx)

6.6b

Effective thermal conductivity in the transverse
direction W m�1 K�1 (ly ¼ lz)

2.82b

Volumetric heat capacity MJ m�3 K�1 (rmcm) 2.8a

Groundwater flow/discharge m s�1 (ux) 1 � 10�6c

Longitudinal dispersivity (al) 1d

Transverse dispersivity (at) 0.1d

a Representative values taken from Ref. [41].
b Calculated values according to Eqs. (3) and (4).
c Assigned only for the models in which heat advection/dispersion is considered.
d Values taken from Ref. [42] to calculate effective thermal conductivities. Fig. 5. Comparison of numerical and analytical solution results at the depth of 25 m for

single line heat source without groundwater flow. Induced by the load profile of
Fig. 3b).
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basic heat transfer module of COMSOL Multiphysics, which uses
Fourier's law, is used, and the groundwater flow is imposed through
a homogeneous velocity field. The Backward Euler (Crank-Nicolson
Scheme) timemarchingmethodwith RMS error tolerance of 10�3 is
applied and the maximum time step interval set to 86,400 s due to
better robustness. Table 2 provides a summary of the model setups.

For verification plots, temperature changes are observed in time
on the x direction of the coordinate system (Fig. 4).
3.2. Single BHE

The Eq. (19) is solved on MATLAB and compared with the nu-
merical results. According to the results, the analytical method
solution agrees well with numerical results both under conduction
(Fig. 5) and advection/dispersion (Fig. 6) dominated heat transfer
systems (i.e. only water-saturated sand and with the groundwater
flow). Comparing the results of temperature difference between
conduction and advection/dispersion heat transfer systems, the
impact of the groundwater flow/dispersion appears clearly. The
first heat extraction phase generates larger temperature decrease in
the point located in the x-direction when groundwater flow and
dispersion are considered. However, the recovery phase is accel-
erated due to water flow. Consequently, the subsequent heat
extraction induces lower temperature change in the ground close
to the BHE. Also, with time, temperature is impacted at larger
distance in the direction of the water flow when the groundwater
flow and the dispersion are considered (at 10 m, DT ¼ 0.8 K with
water flow vs DT ¼ 0.2 K without water flow).

Fig. 7a) and b) depict comparison of temperature contours
plotted in the horizontal plan view and vertical cross-section,
respectively. The distribution of temperature plume is non-
symmetric (pushed forward in the x-direction) due to thermal
advection and anisotropic dispersion, both induced by the
groundwater movement. Also, the axial effect can be seen on
Fig. 7b) close to the beginning and at the end of borehole length.
Table 2
Summary of the model setup for verification.

Parameter Value

Type of problem 3D
Numerical method for heat transport Standard Galerkin-FEM
Simulation time 160 days
Number of elements solved for single

BHE model/multi BHEs model
834,679/1,975,633

Solver type Flexible Generalized Minimal Residual
method (FGMRES)
The significant advantage of analytical method can be seen in
Table 3. The execution time of Eq. (19) is approximately 1500 times
smaller than the runtime of numerical models. Note that, for the
analytical solution, the computation time depends on the number
of observation point. It has the advantage that it can reduce the
calculation time as a function of the amount of required
information.

3.3. Multi-BHEs

Eq. (21) is solved on MATLAB and compared with the numerical
results. According to the results, again the analytical method so-
lution agrees with numerical results both with (Fig. 9) and without
the groundwater flow (Fig. 8). The small discrepancy between the
results of advection/dispersion case can be accounted for the mesh
discretization of the numerical simulation. Themeshmight be finer
enough to capture the physics of fluid movement and the anisot-
ropy of the model, but on the other hand it would cause larger
computational effort. Comparison of Figs. 8 and 9 shows that the
maximum temperature decrease in the ground is substantially
reduced by the groundwater flow (from �12 K to �8 K in the
simulated case).

Fig. 10a) and b) shows the isotherm contours of temperature
difference around multi-BHEs field in conduction and advection
dominated heat transfer systems, respectively at 120th day of
Fig. 6. Comparison of numerical and analytical solution results at the depth of 25 m for
single line heat source. Under groundwater flow of 1 � 10�6 m/s on the x-axis direc-
tion. Induced by the load profile of Fig. 3b).



Fig. 7. Relative temperature difference at 120th day for advection under groundwater flow of 1 � 10�6 m/s: a) Comparison between numerical and analytical solution results on
plan view at 25 m depth b) Cross section temperature isotherms only for analytical solution.

Fig. 8. Comparison of numerical and analytical solution results at the depth of 25 m for
multi-BHEs field without groundwater flow.
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operation (just after the 3rd cycle of heat extraction). The small
comparison difference in Fig. 10b) can be likely accounted for the
contour plot interpolation of numerical result when it is exported
from COMSOL to MATLAB, because the temperature results are
obtained as a text file from the numerical model corresponding to x
and y coordinates.

As shown in Table 4, even in case of multi-BHEs, the analytical
solution (Eq. (21)) provides again significantly shorter execution
time for the computation of temperature at given observation co-
ordinates. The runtime of analytical solution denotes only for the
calculation of assigned number of observation points.

4. Sustainability and recovery aspects

The objective of this section is to investigate the long-term
sustainability of single and multiple BHEs under different hydro-
geological conditions and subsequent impact of production
period on the ground temperature.

Since we validated our analytical solution of discontinuous heat
extraction both for single andmulti-BHEs, the following studies are
carried out with MATLAB by using Eq. (19) and Eq. (21), respec-
tively. In order to estimate an appropriate interval of solutions for
such a long-term time span computation, some sensitivity analyses
are carried out by comparing the temperature results obtainedwith
different intervals.

4.1. Single BHE

4.1.1. Initial and boundary conditions
Thermal properties of soil and rocks are shown in Table 5. Those

underground types are most common geology of the shallow
subsurface for northwest Europe. In addition, basalt and granite
provide a range of selection due to their low and high thermal
conductivity values.

Each type of underground is considered as a scenario. Addi-
tionally, in order to investigate the influence of groundwater flow
Table 3
Comparison of the execution times and time steps for single BHE.

Model Number of time stepa

(total simulation)
Runtime
[sec]a

Analytical solution (Eq. (19)) 2562 9b/13c

Numerical model 1
no groundwater flow

162 15986

Numerical model 2
with groundwater flow of 1 � 10�6 m/s

162 16974

a Hardware specifications: Intel, 4 core i-5 3.10 GHz, RAM: 16 GB.
b Calculation for 5 observation points.
c Calculation for 7 observation points (Figs. 5 and 6).
and dispersion on both production and the recovery phases, we
included Scenario 2.

As the boundary condition, to set a load profile of heat extrac-
tion either into a numerical model or an analytical solution based
on a real daily operation causes large computational effort and long
runtime due to required small time steps (e.g. <1 h) and allocated
memory. It is appropriate to set a constant value during 30 years
production period for heat extraction, but the impact of continuous
and discontinuous heat extraction must be analyzed (in case, the
Fig. 9. Comparison of numerical and analytical solution results at the depth of 25 m for
multi-BHEs field under groundwater flow of 1 � 10�6 m/s on the x-axis direction.



Fig. 10. Comparison of relative temperature difference between numerical and analytical solution results on plan view at 25 m depth at 120th day for multi-BHEs field: a) only
water-saturated sand without groundwater flow b) under groundwater flow of 1 � 10�6 m/s.
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total amount of heat load must be identical). Signorelli [4] inves-
tigated the far-field behavior of BHE for different operation periods
with numerical simulations (i.e. single load, multiple load and
distributed load profiles). According to climatic data, the operation
hours are subdivided to months out of the total 1800 h operation
time per year. For instance, the operation is 60 h in September to
obtain 300 kWh. Single load denotes 60 h continuous heat
extraction and the rest of the month is recovery phase (i.e.
50 W m�1 for a BHE with a length of 100 m). The second load
profile, calledmultiple, the BHE is operated 2 h per day, and the rest
of 22 h is recovery period. The third load profile represents the total
amount of heat extraction, 300 kWh, is distributed to whole month
(i.e. ~4.16 W m�1 continuous heat extraction). According to
Signorelli [4], whatever the load profile is applied the temperature
change in the ground is nearly identical after a one year operation
(±0.1 K at 0.1 m distance from the BHE). Therefore, we set in our
analytical solutions a constant continuous heat extraction of
10.27 W m�1 along 30 years operation period for all scenarios (the
Table 4
Comparison of the execution times and time steps for multi-BHEs.

Model Time step sizea

(total simulation)
Runtime [sec]a

Analytical solution (Eq. (21)) 2562 10b/18c

Numerical model 1
no groundwater flow

164 13937

Numerical model 2
with groundwater flow of 1 � 10�6 m/s

164 37023

a Hardware specifications: Intel, 4 core i-5 3.10 GHz, RAM: 16 GB.
b Calculation for 6 observation points.
c Calculation for 9 observation points (Figs. 8 and 9).

Table 5
Thermal properties of scenarios.

Scenario Geology
of underground

Thermal conductivity
[W m�1 K�1]

Bulk volumetric
heat capacity
of medium [J m�3 K�1]a

1 Water-saturated
silica sand

lm ¼ 2.4a 2.8 � 106

2 Sand under
groundwater
flow 1 � 10�6 m/s

lx ¼ 6.6b, ly ¼ lz ¼ 2.8b

3 Granite lm ¼ 3.2a 3 � 106

4 Basalt lm ¼ 1.7a 2.5 � 106

a Mean values are taken from Ref. [41].
b Effective thermal conductivity calculated according to Eqs. (3) and (4).
total amount of heat extraction 9000 kWh per year ¼
50 W m�1 � 100 m � 1800 h is distributed hourly for a single BHE
with a length of 100 m).
4.1.2. Results
The relative temperature change results are plotted (e.g. the

temperature difference between plume temperature ensuing from
the operation and initial ground temperature). Fig. 11 demonstrates
that in case of conduction dominated heat transfer system of the
ground, temperature drop during the production period increases
Fig. 11. Comparison results between scenarios. Temperature probes at the depth of
50 m, at the distance from heat line source of 1 m. For Scenario 2, the groundwater
flows in the x direction.

Fig. 12. Temperature probe results of Scenario 4, basalt. Temperature probes at the
depth of 50 m from surface.



Fig. 13. Geometric arrangement of multi-BHEs field: a) that contains 20 BHEs b) that contains 6 BHEs.

Table 6
Characteristics of the first task scenarios.

Scenario Number of BHEs with
the length of 100 m each

Heat extraction
rate [W m�1]a

Geology Total amount of heat
extraction [W h]a

Distribution of total
amount of heat in a year [W m�1]b

1 6 65 Granite 2.34 � 108 13.35
2 20 7.02 � 107

3 6 40 Basalt 1.44 � 108 8.22
4 20 4.32 � 107

a According to VDI 4640 [43] provided minimum values for 1800 h per year for granite and basalt.
b Continuous heat extraction 30 years long.

Fig. 14. Comparison of temperature drop of 25 BHEs and 6 BHEs fields over distance at the depth of 50 m with different heat extraction values according to VDI 4640 [43]. a) at the
end of 30th year production period b) at the end of 30th year recovery period.

Fig. 15. Best fits for scenario 2 and 4 and corresponding points for Case 1 and Case 2.
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with decreasing thermal properties of ground, but at the end of 30
years recovery period, temperature change of those scenarios is not
significant. Referring to the results of scenario 2, the impact of
groundwater flow and dispersion (al ¼ 1 m, at ¼ 0.1 m) can likely
provide more sustainable performance of a BHE during the oper-
ation period, and a quick recovery of the ground.

In Fig. 12, when we analyze further the results of scenario 4 due
to its lowest thermal properties, even at 10 m distance from the
BHE, the mean temperature decrease is nearly 0.5 K in recovery
phase. This effect should be taken into account for multi-BHE field,
because if considered array distance between BHEs is equal or less
than 10 m in poorly conductive ground such as basalt or clay, the
performance of the system can be kept sustainable with
decreasing the mean fluid temperature, but the impact on the
ground temperature would be larger. Therefore, the array distance
in a BHE field plays a significant role on the sustainability of heat
extraction and the recovery of the ground temperature. In the
following section, the far-field behavior of multi-BHEs field results
are investigated for proper heat extraction for long-term perfor-
mance and the impact on the ground temperature after a pro-
duction period.
4.2. Multi-BHEs field

The study on multi-BHEs field is carried out to determine op-
timum heat extraction rate for BHEs under different thermo-



Table 7
Characteristics of two generated cases according to correlation in.Fig. 15.

Case Number of BHEs with
the length of 100 m each

Heat extraction
ratea [W m�1]

Thermal conductivity
of the ground [W m�1 K�1]a

Volumetric heat capacity
of medium [J m�3 K�1]b

Total amount of heat
extraction [W h]

Distribution of total amount
of heat in a year [W m�1]c

1 20 30 1.1 2.5 � 106 1.08 � 108 6.16
2 20 50 2.4 2.8 � 106 1.8 � 108 10.27

a Values are provided according the best fit in Fig. 8.
b Mean values are taken from Ref. [30] based on correlated the thermal conductivity values, for instance, Case 1 e Clay, Case 2 e water-saturated sand.
c Continuous heat extraction 30 years long.
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physical conditions of the ground. Therefore, granite and basalt
have been chosen for their relatively high difference in thermal
conductivity.
4.2.1. Initial and boundary conditions
According to VDI 4640 [43], German guideline for installation

and design for GSHP systems, the array distance between BHEs
should be at least 6 m with the length of >50 me100 m, and
maximum specific heat extraction rate of 65 Wm�1 for granite and
40 W m�1 for basalt are suggested for an annual operation of
1800 h. These heat extraction values may provide an optimum
ground temperature decrease as a function of soil and rock types.
The issue is to check whether it is valid also for multiple BHEs field.

We studied on two different fields containing 20 and 6 BHEs,
respectively (Fig. 13). The initial thermal parameters of scenarios
are set equal ones used in Section 4.1 (Scenario 3 and 4 from
Table 5). The groundwater flow/dispersion is neglected for the
scenarios considered in this study (ux¼ 0, lm¼ lx¼ ly¼ lz¼ 0). The
arrays of BHEs are lattice-like square arranged with the space dis-
tance of 10 m in x and y directions [44,45]. Total amount of heat
extraction value 1800h� 65Wm�1 for granite and� 40Wm�1 for
basalt, respectively, is distributed over 1 year (13.35 Wm�1 granite
and 8.22 W m�1 basalt) and each BHE of both fields with 20 BHEs
and 6 BHEs are operated continuously over a period of 30 years, and
following 30 years the ground temperature is observed as recovery
phase (Table 6). Temperature values are observed starting from the
middle of the field along the cross section, because the strongest
cooling occurs at the center of field.
4.2.2. Results
Empirical heat extraction values are established to keep the

temperature decrease in the subsurface in an acceptable range. For
the multi-BHEs field studies, a cross section of the temperature
change along the dashed line as depicted in Fig. 13a) and b) are
plotted in Fig. 14a) and b) for all 4 scenarios at the end of the
production period and subsequent 30th year of recovery phase
Fig. 16. Comparison results of scenarios and generated cases over distance at the depth of
period.
after the operation, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 14a), relative
temperature difference of Scenarios 2 and 4 reach up to 15 K due to
larger number of BHEs on the field. On the other hand, the specific
heat extraction values given by VDI 4640 [31] provide optimum
temperature drop in the ground for basalt and granite. However,
temperature results shown in Fig. 14b) demonstrate that the tem-
perature recovery of different geologies is not identical. The dif-
ference between the total amount of extracted heat and also
different thermal parameters of basalt and granite can be account
for the temperature difference between Scenarios 1e2 and 3e4
after 30 years recovery phase.

Only in conduction case, the optimum temperature decrease
between scenarios may give a linear relationship between the
specific heat extraction rate and the thermal conductivity of the
ground. To investigate further, the thermal conductivity of basalt
and granite versus the heat extraction rates given for those two
scenarios are plotted and fitted with a linear regression curve. To
validate the relationship, two corresponding points are matched
from the middle of the linear curve as Case 1 and Case 2 (Fig. 15 the
characteristics of which being reported in Table 7).

Number of BHEs remained identical as the previous Scenarios 2
and 4.

Comparison results shown in Fig. 16a) demonstrate that the
relative temperature decrease between scenarios and generated
cases are nearly optimum in the BHE field. This indicates that there
is a linear relationship between heat extraction values and the
thermal conductivity of the ground. The temperature difference
after 30 years recovery shown in Fig. 13b) can be again account for
the difference between the extracted total amount of heat of sce-
narios and different thermal parameters of media.
5. Conclusion

Analytical solutions of GSHP systems are preferable to have a
better comprehension about the heat transfer system of the
ground. Starting from the Green's function, which is a solution of
50 m a) at the end of 30th year production period b) at the end of 30th year recovery
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the conduction/advection/dispersion heat transfer in porousmedia,
we deduced an analytical solution that provides temperature dis-
tribution around single and multi-BHEs for discontinuous heat
extraction or storage. Axial effect and groundwater flow are
considered. The proposed analytical solutions are validated with
numerical code. Non-symmetric distribution of temperature plume
is obtained due to advection and dispersion processes induced by
the groundwater movement. In particular, thermal dispersion in-
duces anisotropic thermal conduction that enhances the heat
transfer in the direction of the flow. The new approach provides
significantly shorter computation time compared to numerical
simulation to obtain the required temperature results of a long-
term production of GSHP systems and subsequent recovery
period of the subsurface in given coordinates. On the other hand,
this convenient tool may remarkably help for engineering appli-
cations to design and to planmulti-BHEs field easily under different
hydro-geological conditions.

Those developed analytical solutions have been used to study
sustainability and recovery aspects of BHE. The results of single BHE
show that to use an optimum heat extraction value for BHE is not
appropriate under different hydro-geological conditions, because
the temperature drop of the ground rises with decreasing thermo-
physical properties of the subsurface. Moreover, to set an optimum
heat extraction rate under any ground condition may cause larger
impact on a multiple BHEs field. By using some empirical specific
heat extraction rate values provided by VDI 4640, identical tem-
perature impact in the subsurface under different geological con-
ditions are observed after 30 years operation for different multi-
BHEs fields. Afterwards, a best fit plot between thermal conduc-
tivity of the ground and the heat extraction rate demonstrate that
the linear relationship can be used to determine an optimum heat
extraction value for BHEs. However, the linear relationship is
appropriate only if the volumetric heat capacity of medium is in a
range of 2.5e3 MJ m�3 K�1 in conduction dominated heat transfer
system.

The results of both single andmulti-BHEs indicate that in case of
only heating operations in only conduction dominated heat trans-
fer system, the recovery period of the subsurface is not based on the
duration of the production period, but depends on the total amount
of heat that is extracted. In order to operate a BHE sustainable in a
long-term, particularly multi-BHEs field, the recovery period shall
be longer than the duration of production period. In fact, the re-
operation of the system after a too short recovery phase may
cause a decrease of the absolute temperature of the subsurface
down to the freezing point of groundwater that can damage the
backfilling material.
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